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Boxer will display its compact utility loaders and product offerings in their
booth (#O31758, in the Silver Lot) at the Las Vegas Convention Center during
the annual World of Concrete event, February 2-5, 2016.

On display will be: the 322D, the 525DX and some attachments including:
hydraulic breaker, cement bowl and bucket.

Boxer 322D Compact Utility Loader

The 300 Series is Boxer’s smallest entry into the mini-skid market. The small
but powerful Boxer 322D can handle “big machine” tasks while providing ease
of access as a result of the smaller footprint. Because of its small size and
ease of operation, the 322D is ideal for the rental and hire industry. The
tandem pump hydraulic operating system develops up to 12.4 GPM (47 l/min) of
hydraulic flow to run the machine’s auxiliary and propulsion systems,
providing enough power to handle full-size attachments like a 30″ (76 cm)
auger or 36″ (91 cm) trencher. The 322D has a tip capacity of 1,325 lbs. (600
kg) and an operating capacity of 464 lbs. (210 kg) at 35% tip load. These
compact machines provide the strength to perform a variety of tasks, and, at
34.5″ (88 cm) wide, the 322D diesel (and 320 gasoline model) have no problems
getting into and out of tight areas.

Boxer 525DX Compact Utility Loader

The Boxer 525DX Compact Utility Loader is Boxer’s solution to meet federal
government Tier 4 Final EPA emission regulations for diesel engines —
replacing the Boxer 532DX. The 525DX features a redesigned hydraulic package,
providing smoother drive controls and improved simultaneous functionality.
Additionally, the Boxer 525DX features improved protection of the radiator
and hydraulic oil cooler components — a push-button machine pressure relief
valve to easily couple hydraulic-powered attachments to the high-flow
auxiliary remote couplers and increased track adjustment length to extend
usable track life.
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Attachments

Bucket: General purpose buckets are available from 34.5″ to 48″, with or
without teeth; 4-n-1 multi-purpose buckets are available from 35″ to 42.5″

Cement Bowl: Ideal for use in hard-to-reach areas, fence installation,
concrete repair (sidewalks, driveways, etc.) and more; 4.8 cubic-foot
(maximum capacity) / 3.2 cubic-foot (mixing capacity)

Hydraulic concrete breaker: provides 550-1000 blows per minute and includes
universal mount and hoses


